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 Comment– The industry has never made the claim that free-growing stands were 
 going to carry on unabated, licensees are essentially making a declaration that 
 these standards have been met, standards that have been met in SP’s or standards 
 of the day. There was always risks associated from that point forward. This has 
 changed a bit under FRPA. There is changes that tie future progression/projection 
 of  stand health through their current condition, but in the past foresters made the 
 claim that here is what it looks like now and if there was a belief that the stands 
 were going to carry on unabated and reach a certain condition that was predictable 
 to free-growing that belief was the ministry’s belief and a lot of us have been  
 saying this for years, somebody better take a good look at these stands after  
 free-growing and make sure you have a good monitoring protocol in place, at least 
 some of the licensees had monitoring protocols on their TFLs, while a lot of others 
 did not, but it is really the ministry’s responsibility to make sure that protocol is in 
 place. 
 
 Speakers counter-comment– I think it is bigger than that and I think the  
 responsibility to get those stands established in the first place should perhaps 
 come back home because the way we have free-growing right now a licensees 
 obligation is to create a free-growing stand but to do it as cost-effectively as  
 possible to make sure that their bean counters don’t get down there next. So if you 
 are trying to build a stand of all these things hitting it and you have a short-term 
 goal post of getting a stand to age 10 as cost-effectively as possible those things 
 don’t go together. 
 
 Comment– You have been talking about changing free-growing policy but we 
 have  talked about this for many years and I think that we should think more about 
 Tenure Policy or Area Based Tenures. It is ‘all’ of our responsibility and since the 
 change from ministry responsibility to industry responsibility there has been huge 
 changes. It is a measure of what is acceptable to the crown (4 control mechanisms 
 have been developed), it seems that we are measuring what is bad but we also 
 have to look at what is good. 
 
 Speaker counter-comment– Good point, some of the stuff that I have found in 
 the Okanagan is unsettling, we are learning more and doing a better job than what 
 we used to do. In the Okanagan some more recently declared stands in that TSA, 
 40%  of those are already below minimums. Some of this may be the fact that we 
 are looking at a minimum that should apply to stands that are age 10-15 and we 
 are looking at age 25 stands, we may not need 700 stems/ha. Points out that we 
 do need a goalpost mid-point rotation. Can’t avoid disturbance. 
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Alex Woods - continued 
 
 Comment– I was around when they developed this Invasive Silviculture Policy and 
 it’s because between the age of 0 and 30 these stands are in such a flux that it is 
 hard to determine what is going to happen to these stands (climate change). At 
 that time industry wanted government to come up with a way that they could  
 actually find a way to legally relieve themselves of this responsibility and the  
 government accepted it (free-growing). In every other province they have 
 agreements where industry and government work together to responsibly manage 
 these stands to a full rotation. We are pushing people to look at getting industry, 
 government and First Nations to look at a Tenure reform. 
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